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Overview
Rice/Bigas

The anger level’s correlation has dropped over time, but still able 
to spike without corresponding news, suggesting the public’s 
fatalistic over the issue.

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



The positivity and its correlation with media exposure suggest that 
the public can be made more optimistic with media content, but 
the decreasing gap between positive and negative emotions and 
decreasing positivity despite constant media indicates a social 
slide towards pessimism.

The diagram visualises the relationship between social media content and communal reaction. The solid line 
represents the amount of emotive reaction on a given day and the scale is on the left-hand side. The dashed line 
represents the number of posts for the day and the scale is on the right-hand side.



Geographic Analysis
Rice/Bigas

90 Days 30 Days

This issue is a national one and the importance is persistent and 
overwhelmingly universal. The equally distributed density also 
suggests the essential nature of this issue and any changes will 
reverberate through the entire political system.



Top Media Channel as Influence channel
Rice/Bigas

Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Top Social Influencers
Rice/Bigas

Engagement Score is a calculation of the reader’s engagement with the post by modeling lasting effect based on 
Likes, Shares, and complexity of Comments.



Timeline Analysis Overview
Rice/Bigas

This issue, at current, is a flashpoint for other issues, 
and can potentially become viral as an accelerant but 
does not seem to be able to start the social crisis by 
itself.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Media Channels
Rice/Bigas

Media channels now report this issue more as human 
interest stories rather than a deeply ingrained issue, 
and it lacks resonance in other corners of the media 
landscape.(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Timeline Analysis of Influencers
Rice/Bigas

While this issue has a deep trigger for some part of 
the public, most influencers have not had a persistent 
stake and investment in this.

(See Subsequent Diagram)

Timeline visualisation. Each dot represents when a fan page creates a post. The size of the 
dot represents the degree of influence (as measured by reaction) of the fan page’s follower 
and helps measure each fan page’s relative influence to another fanpage.





Top Web Content Reposted
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Top Native Facebook Content
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Comment Analysis
Rice/Bigas

• Most of the comment focuses on Batch donation’s content 
and nutritional value of the vitamins.

• There is a strong link between rice and rent, stating rent is 
as important as food.

• Strong regional comparison and local pride. Mayor 
remains visible and in people’s thoughts.



Data Source
Rice/Bigas

• Data Collection Date Range (2020/6/1 - 2020/8/31)

• Chart, List and Analysis based on 25,041,275 data points 
of publicly available information.

• Trend and commentary data are from the Facebook 
platform with geo-spatial summaries from third party 
aggregation.



Policy Potential
Rice/Bigas

• This issue has changed into one of necessity, and any policy that 
can be linked to decreasing donation batch will fail and possibly 
incite violence.

• While the issue is national, there is a strong element of comparison 
between regions, and suggesting some are better than others.

• The current national mood is on supply, donation, subsidy. 
Substantive policy to affect production and price will face severe 
public backlash.


